Sandhills Primary School Topic Web – Year 6 - Term Two
English
Reading
Our class story is Street Child by Berlie
Doherty. It is a great book looking at a
child ‘s adventure on the streets in
Victorian Britain. We will have weekly
guided reading and comprehension
lessons.
Writing
We will be looking at biographies,
limericks and historical narratives in our
writing.

Maths
As mathematicians, we will work on:
Fractions: comparing, ordering, simplifying, adding, subtracting, multiplying, and
dividing.
Position and direction: locating and positioning co-ordinates on a four quadrant
grid.
Arithmetic
Every Wednesday children will work on their arithmetic skills.
Times Tables

Spelling and Grammar
Within all our English work we will be teaching spelling,
punctuation and grammar. This will also be taught as an
independent activity throughout the year with a big focus on
spelling. Children will get spellings weekly to learn at home.

Every week children will take part in a TTRS battle to improve their skills.

Victorian Revolution

PSHE
In PSHE this term, we are learning about ‘Celebrating
differences’.

Music
We will be looking at Jazz music this term. The learning will be
focused around two tunes: Bacharach Anorak and Meet The
Blues.
We will also listen to Victorian parlour music and music which
would have been played in Victorian Music Halls.

We will be aiming to ensure children have a really secure understanding and have
‘mastered’ a concept along with developing excellent mental strategies and
accurate use of standard written methods .

Computing
As computer scientists, we will be creating a web page.

ART
As Artists we will be studying Victorian art: William Morris and
printing techniques.

PE
In PE, 6H will be continuing with swimming then moving onto
sports hall athletics and playing hockey.
6SH will be starting swimming and playing hockey.
PE days are a Monday and Friday for 6SH
PE days are a Tuesday and Friday for 6H.

Are you listening? What is 27 plus 45? Come on, faster
now. We haven’t got all day. Find out about super strict
schools by travelling back in time to a Victorian classroom.
Make sure that you’re on your best behaviour though, as
punishments are unquestionably terrible. Discover a time
when great minds thought new thoughts and ingenious
inventors created so many things that we take for granted
today: the electric light bulb, the telephone and the first
flushing toilet. Let’s forge ahead to research a time when
Victoria was Queen and Albert was Prince Consort, and
when some people lived in slums while others prospered.

Religious Education
Christian faith.
Christmas: To explore the concept of incarnation in the Christmas story; to
compare the Biblical narrative with a traditional Christmas story.

Science
As Scientists we will be learning about electricity looking at
electrical circuits and the components used to make them.

History & Geography
As Historians we will find out who the Victorians were and look
at important people in that period.

As Geographers we will look at the Victorian Empire.
Our WOW day will be on Monday 6th December – more details
to follow soon.

French
The children will be learning about Christmas in France and
discover some of the French traditions.
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